A numerical study of QED radiative corrections for the SMC experiment at SPS is been performed. The semi-analytical program POLRAD is been used to get the size of the radiative corrections for the proton to get the size of the radiative corrections for the measurements of the proton spin dependent structure functions g p 1 (x) and g p 2 (x). A brief description of the program POLRAD is given.
Introduction
The asymmetry of deep inelastic scattering of polarized leptons on polarized nucleons l(k 1 ) + N(p 1 ) → l(k 2 ) + X(p 2 ), (1.1) gives important information about the spin dependent structure functions of the nucleons g 1 (x, Q 2 ) and g 2 (x, Q 2 ) . 1 The experimental study of the asymmetry by the Spin Muon Collaboration (SMC) is based on the measurements of the scattering of polarized muons on polarized deuterons and protons. [2] [3] [4] In the data analysis of this experiment the Fortran program POLRAD 5 is used for the calculation of the radiative corrections (RC) from higher order QED processes ( Fig. 1) for the cross section asymmetries
and
where σ ↑↓ , σ ↑↓ ( σ ↑→ , σ ↑← ) are the cross sections for inclusive deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized muons off longitudinally (transversely) polarized nucleons.
The radiative corrections are important for the higher statistics experiments and are dependent of the methods used to extract the wanted cross section from the data.
The fixed target experiments on deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering mainly use the energy E ′ and the angle θ of the scattered lepton to determine the kinematics of the events, i.e. the analysis of deep inelastic events is based on the measurement of the familiar leptonic variables
with
Here E is the energy of the incident lepton in the laboratory system, p 1 =0, and M is the mass of the target.
The methods for the calculation of the RC for deep inelastic scattering of leptons on unpolarized nucleons in terms of the leptonic variables are well known. 6, 7 Both methods are based mainly on model-independent approaches. The model-independent treatment of the RC uses the phenomenological structure functions of nucleons, which are defined in the Born approximation. A detailed comparison 8 has shown that the agreement between the two methods is better than 2 %.
The model-independent radiative corrections in terms of the variables x l , Q 2 l to the cross section of deep inelastic scattering of polarized leptons by longitudinally polarized nucleons were calculated in. 9 The formulae derived in these papers were generalized in 10 to take into account the case of a transversely polarized target and the scattering on polarized spin-1 targets.
A new development for the model-independent approach in the calculations of the RC for deep inelastic scattering has been arised for the experiments at HERA where for the physical analysis of deep inelastic events one could use not only the leptonic variables (1.4) but also the kinematical variables derived from the hadron measurements 6) or some mixture of both.
The theoretical investigations of the radiative corrections for the experiments at HERA have been summarized in the Proceedings of the Workshop "Physics at HERA", 11 and the different programs for the calculation of the RC have been crosschecked.
12
The model-independent treatment 13 of leptonic QED corrections for neutral current ep-scattering, including the bremsstrahlung process
the elastic radiative tail
and QED vertex corrections have been done in terms of several variables -leptonic, hadronic, mixed and using the Jacquet-Blondel variables.
14
The new formulae were implemented in the program package TERAD91. 15 The program TERAD91 can be applied to calculate the RC factor of the order O(α) to the measured differential cross section, d
2 σ meas /dxdQ 2 . After the acceptance and smearing corrections it reduces to
The semi-analytical program TERAD91 has been used 16, 17 to evaluate the radiative corrections for the first measurement of the proton structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) in the range x = 10 −2 − 10 −4 and 5 GeV 2 < Q 2 < 80 GeV 2 using the electron and the mixed kinematical variables .
18
The radiative correction factor δ(x, Q
2 ) for the inclusive cross section of deep inelastic scattering is defined by the equation In this note we describe the semi-analytical program POLRAD which has been used to calculate the radiative corrections for the measurements of the spin dependent proton structure functions g p 1 (x) and g p 2 (x) by the SMC experiment.
The semi-analytical program POLRAD
z only electromagnetic processes are relevant, and the unpolarized part of the Born cross section of the deep inelastic scattering (1.1) is determined by two structure functions F 2 (x, Q 2 ) and
Here and below
The spin dependent part of the Born cross section has contributions from the structure functions g 1 and g 2 as:
when the beam and target spins are collinear, and 6) when the spin directions of beam and target are orthogonal.
The program POLRAD contains the formulae for leptonic QED corrections to the cross sections (2.2),(2.5) and (2.6). These corrections include photonic bremsstrahlung from leptons, vertex corrections (see Fig.1 , only γ-exchange ) and vacuum polarization of the order O(α) with soft-photon exponentiation. This set of the higher order Feynman graphs is standard for the model-independent treatment of the QED RC to deep inelastic scattering 7 and gives the numerically largest contribution.
The general formula for the radiative cross sections expressed in terms of leptonic variables can be written as a sum of two parts:
The first part of (2.7), proportional to δ V R , contains the contributions from vertex corrections, vacuum polarization and from the soft part of the real photon radiation. The second part accounts for the bremsstrahlung of hard photons. It depends on the structure functions, not only in a given F (x, Q 2 ) point , but in the range of (x h , Q For radiative events 8) were the square of the invariant mass of the hadronic final state M 2 h can be defined as 9) and the invariant mass 10) corresponds to the hadronic jet without radiation.
From the experience of the studies of the RC for deep inelastic scattering 7, 12 it is known that the large radiative corrections are mainly due to the emission of hard photons ( the second part of (2.7)). For hard photon bremsstrahlung in the process (1.7) and (1.8) the kinematic minimum of
This formula shows that it is impossible to calculate the RC without the knowledge of the nucleon structure functions in the region Q 2 → 0.
The program POLRAD, instead using of the usual M 2 h and Q 2 h , or x h and Q 2 h , (Fig. 2a) is using other invariant kinematical variables (Fig. 2b) : 12) for the calculation of the two-dimensional integral in (2.7)-the contribution of the inelastic radiative tail. The boundaries of these variables are:
14)
The point F (x, Q 2 ) of the Fig.2a in which we want to calculate the RC has been transformed into the line R = 0 from τ min to τ max of the Fig. 2b , and the Born kinematics of the process (1.1) is defined on this line. The contribution of the elastic radiative tail (1.8) is determined by the integral on the line R = (
Now we briefly explain how the program POLRAD works. For any point F (x, Q 2 ) of deep inelastic scattering the POLRAD routine CONKIN evaluates the Born kinematics (2.12)-(2.14) and routine BORNIN gives the Born cross sections (2.2)-(2.6). DELTAS calculates the factorized part of the RC δ V R which is independent on the polarization of the beam or target. The two-dimensional integral in (2.7) is calculated in terms of the variables (2.12) by the routines QQT, QQINT, TAILS and FFU. The routines STRF and COMFST contain the parameterizations of the structure functions F 1,2 , g 1,2 and also elastic and quasi-elastic form factors for the calculation of their contribution to the process (1.8). In the last two routines there is the possibility of putting other parameterizations of structure functions and form factors. The main routine POLRAD calculates the final results -the RC to the asymmetries.
Numerical results and conclusion
In this section we will give the results of the calculations of the RC with the help of the program POLRAD to the longitudinal A p and transverse A p ⊥ asymmetries in inclusive deep inelastic scattering of polarized muons off polarized protons.
In order to calculate the RC one has to use the realistic parameterizations of the structure functions F 1,2 and g 1,2 over the full range of x and Q 2 . Several different parameterizations of the unpolarized structure functions, F 2 ) were taken from the fit of the SLAC data .
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The longitudinal spin structure function, g p 1 , can be obtained from the asymmetry A p 1 by the relation
where A p 1 is the virtual photon asymmetry which can be measured experimentally. But here we will use the model parameterizations for g p 1 from.
22-24
For the calculation of the transverse asymmetry, A p ⊥ , g p 2 is needed. It can be estimated by equation (23) 
